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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a novel distributed Inter-
leaved Random Space-Time Code (IR-STC) designed for Multi-
Source Cooperation (MSC) employing various relaying techniques,
namely Amplify-Forward, Decode-Forward, Soft-Decode-Forward and
Differential-Decode-Forward. We characterise the achievable slot utilisa-
tion efficiency and introduce a two-phase communication regime for our
IR-STC aided MSC. A matrix based formalism is used for describing
our IR-STC scheme and a novel Structured Embedded (SE) random
interleaver generation method is proposed. Furthermore, the Bit Error
Ratio (BER) performance of our IR-STC is characterised in conjunction
with various relaying techniques under different inter-source Nakagami-
m fading channels.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative diversity [1] relying on a distributed (virtual) Multiple
Input Multiple Output (MIMO) system is capable of eliminating the
correlated fading induced diversity-gain erosion of co-located MIMO
elements imposed by the omni-present shadow fading. Hence this
novel technique is capable of improving the Bit Error Ratio (BER)
performance, while supporting a high throughput as well as providing
an improved cell-edge coverage [2]. It has the potential of beneficially
combining the traditional infrastructure based wireless networks and
the ad-hoc wireless network philosophy [3]. Most recent research in
the literature was dedicated to the aspects of information-theoretic
analysis, to creating practical relaying techniques and to the investi-
gation of distributed Space-Time Code (STC) designs [4]–[6].

Recently, the Cooperative Multiple Access (CMA) channel has at-
tracted substantial research interests [6], where multiple sources form-
ing a cluster of cooperating nodes communicate with the destination,
which is also known as Multi-Source Cooperation (MSC) [7], [8].
Inspired by the multilayer Interleave-Division-Multiplexing (IDM)
aided STC concept [9], an error-resilient yet high-throughput Inter-
leaved Random STC (IR-STC) scheme was contrived for MSC in
[10]. The achievable rate, power-efficiency and the network archi-
tecture’s flexibility were analyzed and were shown to be superior to
the corresponding features of the conventional distributed Orthogonal
Space Time Block Codes (OSTBC) [11].

Our IR-STC designed for MSC in [10] exhibits several beneficial
properties. Explicitly, it achieves a high-throughput as a benefit of
its high slot utilisation efficiency with the aid of the superposition
coding concept [12], [13]. Furthermore, it has a low BER thanks
to the powerful iterative receiver employed. Finally, our IR-STC
design constitutes a non-orthogonal scheme, which is capable of
approaching the (cooperative) multiple access channel’s capacity [6].
Additionally, the IR-STC proposed has the benefit of operating
with the aid of using autonomously generated random interleavers,
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which facilitates their cooperation without any central controller, even
without knowing the number of nodes1. Given the above-mentioned
attributes, we refer to the proposed scheme as a decentralized non-
orthogonal IR-STC.

In short, our goal is to quantify the slot utilisation efficiency
achieved by MSC compared to conventional Single Source Coopera-
tion (SSC) and propose a novel Structured Embedded (SE) interleaver
design method emerging from the analysis of our IR-STC concept.
Furthermore, we investigate several relaying techniques in the context
of our IR-STC aided MSC, such as the Amplify-Forward (AF),
Decode-Forward (DF), Soft-Decode-Forward (SDF) and Differential-
Decode-Forward (DDF) technique. Against this background, the
novel contribution of this paper is that we design a decentralized
high-throughput non-orthogonal IR-STC scheme suitable for MSC
and characterize its achievable performance, when employing various
relaying techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
describe the MSC scenarios considered, highlight its slot utilisation
efficiency and introduce our novel IR-STC architecture designed for
MSC. In Section III, we analyse our IR-STC and propose an efficient
SE interleaver generation method. In Section IV, we investigate the
performance of the IR-STC scheme employing different relaying
techniques using simulations. Finally, we conclude our discourse in
Section V.

Notation: Throughout the paper, lower (upper) case boldface
letters will represent column vectors (matrices). The all-one vector
is denoted as 1N = [1, . . . , 1]T . The superscripts (·)T and (·)∗
denote transposition and complex conjugation, respectively. The
superscript (·)(1) and (·)(2) denotes Phase-I cooperation and Phase-
II cooperation. The subscript [·](k) denotes the exclusion of the kth
element. The subscript A(k,:) stands for the kth row of matrix A.

II. IR-STC AIDED MULTI-SOURCE COOPERATION

A. Assumptions

Consider a cluster of single-antenna sources cooperatively com-
municating with a destination employing a single receive antenna
resulting in a Virtual Multiple Input Single Output (VMISO) system.
In this VMISO cluster, we assume having a total of N Cooperating
Sources (CS), K Active Sources (AS) and (N−K) Relaying Sources
(RS).

Cooperative communications typically entail two phases. In Phase-
I cooperation, the source information emanating from all K ASs is
broadcast to all N CSs in a Time Division Duplex (TDD) manner
under the assumption of perfect synchronization. By contrast, Phase-
II cooperation is defined as the joint transmission of a combined
IR-STC signal by the concerted action of all the N CSs.

1This is in contrast to the conventional distributed OSTBC, where each
node emulates a specific virtual array element of a structured STC. Thus, our
design avoids the requirement of a centralised code allocation procedure.
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Fig. 1. (a) Slot utilisation efficiency of Multi-Source Cooperation and Single Source Cooperation.; (b) Block diagram of Interleaved Random Space-Time
Code aided Multi-Source Cooperation

We assume that all inter-source channels denoted as hs,s and the
source-destination channel denoted as hs,d experience independent
identically distributed (i.i.d) Nakagami-m fading obeying the Proba-
bility Density Function (PDF) of [14]:

pZ(x) =
2mm

Γ(m)Ωm
x2m−1exp

{
−mx2

Ω

}
, x ≥ 0 (1)

where m ≥ 0.5 is the Nakagami-m fading parameter, Ω = E
{
x2

}
is

the variance of x and Γ(·) is the Gamma function. In this paper, the
inter-source channel hs,s is assumed to be asymmetric, i.e. we have
hk,n �= hn,k, where hk,n represents the inter-source channel between
source k and source n, which tend to be in close proximity of each
other2. We also assume that the inter-source channels benefit from
a higher effective Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR), i.e. we have γs,s >
γs,d. Furthermore, m > 1 is used only for the inter-source channels,
where an SNR-based node pre-selection scheme may be used for
spotting the specific CSs benefiting from a high-quality channel.

B. Slot utilisation efficiency

As seen in Fig. 1(a), where N = K = 3, in conventional
SSC, each source broadcasts its information to all (N − 1) CSs
during the Phase-I cooperation, which is followed by a joint relaying
of their information to the destination by the concerted action of
the (N − 1) CSs in Phase-II cooperation. An entire cooperative
transmission phase is concluded, when all K ASs completed their
cooperation. By contrast, MSC is constituted by a full cycle of
information broadcasting from all K ASs to all N CSs during
Phase-I cooperation, followed by their joint transmission to the
destination during Phase-II cooperation, where each CS transmits all
K ASs’ information. Therefore, each CS simultaneously transmits
multiple sources’ information with the aid of their superposition,
resulting in a high throughput. This implies that each source is served
simultaneously by multiple CSs, which are chosen to be those that
experience a high-quality inter-source channel and hence the entire
set of ASs benefits from a high diversity gain.

Let us define the slot utilisation efficiency of a cooperative scheme
ηs as the ratio between the time duration required for transmitting
all K ASs’ information in a non-cooperative manner and that
necessitated in a cooperative manner. Assume that the information
broadcast phase of each source requires a time duration of T1, while
the joint transmission in Phase-II takes a time duration of T2. Thus
the slot utilisation efficiency of SSC is ηs−ssc = T/(KT1 + KT2),
while that of MSC is ηs−msc = T/(KT1 + T2), where T is the
time duration required for transmitting all K ASs’ information in
a non-cooperative manner, which is T = KT1 when TDMA is
used. Therefore, MSC is preferable to SSC in terms of its higher
slot utilisation efficiency.

2Since each of the K ASs transmits its information in a Phase-I cooperation
slot, it is reasonable to assume that the fading envelope is constant in that
slot and fades independently for the different slots.

C. IR-STC Construction

1) Phase-I cooperation: As seen in Fig. 1(b), we assume that each
BPSK modulated AS employs a repetition code C of rate r ≤ 1/N
and a source-specific interleaver πk. During Phase-I cooperation, the
kth AS transmits a repetition coded and randomly interleaved bit-
stream x

(1)
k = πk[C(bk)], k ∈ [1, K]. Then, depending on whether

the inter-source channel hs,s is known at all CSs, two different
transmission modes can be employed, namely coherent modulation
and non-coherent modulation.

Coherent modulation: During the kth of the K number of
available TDD time-slots, the nth CS receives the signal transmitted
from the kth AS, yielding the received signal y

(1)
k,n = hk,nx

(1)
k +

n0, k ∈ [1, K], n ∈ [1, N ](k), where n0 ∼ CN (0, N0) denotes the
complex-valued Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). In this
scenario, three relaying techniques are considered.

• Amplify Forward. The signal y
(1)
k,n received by the nth CS is

scaled to meet the average power constraint, yielding:

x̂
(1)
k,n =

y
(1)
k,n√

N0 + |hk,n|2
. (2)

• Soft Decode Forward. The soft value (L) of the signal y
(1)
k,n

received at the nth CS is calculated as [15] L = 4(|hk,n|2x(1)
k +

R{
h∗

k,nn
}
)/N0. This is then scaled to meet the average power

constraint:

x̂
(1)
k,n =

LN0

4|hk,n|
√

N0 + |hk,n|2
. (3)

Eq (3) essentially describes an AF technique in an uncoded or
repetition coded system, because the soft value L can be viewed
as an equivalent analogue-valued received signal.

• Decode Forward. The signal y
(1)
k,n received by the nth CS is

subject to BPSK hard detection, resulting in

x̂
(1)
k,n = sign

(
R

{
h∗

k,ny
(1)
k,n

})
. (4)

Non-coherent modulation: When hs,s is unknown at the CSs,
non-coherently detected differentially encoded BPSK (DBPSK) mod-
ulation can be employed. Then the transmitted bit-stream is expressed
as s

(1)
k (i) = s

(1)
k (i−1)x

(1)
k (i), i ∈ [1, M ], where M is the length of

bit-stream x
(1)
k and s

(1)
k (0) = 1 is a dummy bit used by the DBPSK

detector as a reference. Thus, we have y
(1)
k,n = hk,ns

(1)
k + n0.

Let us assume the presence of slow fading. Then hs,s may be
considered to be constant over two consecutive bits, hence non-
coherent detection is performed according to:

x̂
(1)
k,n(i) = sign

(
R

{
y
(1)∗
k,n (i − 1)y

(1)
k,n(i)

})

= sign
(
R

{
|hk,n|2x(1)

k (i) + v
})

, (5)

where v ∼ CN (0, 2|hk,n|2N0) is a complex-valued AWGN com-
ponent having a doubled noise variance in comparison to coherent
detection, where the latter relies on accurate channel knowledge.
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When comparing these four relaying techniques, Eq. (2) and Eq.
(3) retain the original signal, but scale both the signal and the noise
component, while Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) assume first detecting and then
reconstructing the signal, depending on the channel quality. We refer
to the first two techniques as non-regenerative relay techniques and
to the latter two as regenerative relay techniques.

2) Phase-II cooperation: Following Phase-I cooperation, each of
the N CSs detects/scales all the K ASs’ bit-streams according to the
the above four relaying techniques characterized by Eq. (2)-Eq. (5).
When considering the nth of the N CSs, the joint IR-STC codeword
is constructed as follows

• Codewords generation: The nth CS forms K parallel streams
cn,k(i) = x̂

(1)
k,n[N(i− 1) + n], i ∈ [1, M/N ], k ∈ [1, K]. These

K streams are Parallel-to-Serial (P/S) converted to cn.
• Multilayer mapping: Then the signal transmitted from the nth

CS becomes x
(2)
n (i) = (1/

√
Ln)

∑Ln
l=1 ejθn,lcn[Ln(i − 1) +

l], i ∈ [1, MK/NLn], where Ln is referred to as the number of
layers contributed by the nth CS, while θn,l ∈ [0, π) denotes the
layer-specific phase rotation. In this treatise, we assume Ln = L
and θn,l = θl, ∀n ∈ [1, N ].

3) Iterative receiver: An iterative receiver is employed at the des-
tination of Phase-II cooperation, where either optimum but complex
Maximum-Likelihood (ML) detection or reduced-complexity subopti-
mum Interference Cancellation (IC) may be employed [9]. Employing
different relaying techniques requires different amount of inter-source
channel knowledge at the destination. For the regenerative relay
techniques of Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), no inter-source channel knowledge
is required at the destination, while for the non-regenerative relay
techniques of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), inter-source channel knowledge is
required at the destination. However for SDF, the knowledge of the
inter-source channel’s magnitude |hs,s| at the destination is sufficient.

III. SE IR-STC DESIGN

A. Matrix based IR-STC analysis

Our IR-STC scheme employs a random distributed3 source-specific
interleaver for differentiating the various sources. Here we adopt a
matrix representation for the kth AS’s IR-STC. In our scheme, the
information source signal bk of length P is firstly repetition coded
and then randomly interleaved, yielding the sequence x

(1)
k of length

M = P/r, obeying xk = πk (R)bk, where:

R = diag
[
11/r, . . . ,11/r

]
(M×P )

is the repetition code’s matrix. The random source-specific interleaver
πk of Fig. 1 permutes the corresponding rows in the matrix R,
yielding the matrix G = πk (R). The STC matrix Ck of size
(M/N × N) is constructed according to Ck = ΘkBk, where we
have

Θk =




G(1,:) · · · G(N,:)

...
. . .

...
G(M−N+1,:) · · · G(M,:)




(M/N×PN)

Bk = diag [bk, . . . ,bk](PN×N) .

Our IR-STC employs the random distributed source-specific in-
terleaver πk, which results in a distinct source-specific matrix Θk.
Then these K distinct IR-STCs are superimposed and transmitted
simultaneously for the sake of supporting a high throughput. This
random construction is different from the one proposed in [16], where

3The ’distributed’ nature of the source-specific random interleaver empha-
sizes the fact that in contrast to the centrally controlled random interleaver
assignment regime of classic cellular IDMA-style systems [9], here the
interleavers are assigned autonomously by the ASs.

Info. bit length 1024
Modulation Type BPSK
Code-rate r = 1/8
Cluster Info. N = 4, K = 4
Receiver IC, 30 iterations

AF SDF DF DDF
Cooperating Source |hs,s| hs,s hs,s -
Destination hs,s |hs,s| - -

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

each CS transmits a random linear combination of the columns of
an existing OSTBC. Let us denote the code-rate of our IR-STC by
rIR−STC = rN . When ignoring the throughput reduction imposed
by Phase-I cooperation for the sake of a simple argument, the
effective throughput of the cluster employing our multilayer IR-STC
may be expressed as:

ηIR−STC = rIR−STC × L. (6)

For example, when r = 1/8-rate repetition coded N = K = 4
sources are in a cluster and L = 7 layers are superimposed at each
CSs, an aggregate rate as high as ηIR−STC = 3.5 is achievable.

B. Distributed Interleaver Design

The generation of distributed random interleavers used in our IR-
STC aided MSC should be carried out in an efficient manner, while
at the same time maintaining their random nature. In this paper, we
propose an interleaver, which we refer to as Structured Embedded
(SE) interleaver. The SE interleavers are constructed from three
hierarchical layers, namely from a system-specific base interleaver, a
source-specific base interleaver and a so-called constituent interleaver
set. These interleavers are then subjected to a position sorting
operation, all of which are detailed below.

The system-specific base interleaver πb is a randomly generated
interleaver of length-Q. Additionally, each AS has a distinct source-
specific base interleaver πb

k, k ∈ [1, K] having the same length-Q as
the system-specific base interleaver πb. The (k +1)st source-specific
base interleaver used in the (k + 1)st TDD slot is an interleaved
version of the kth source-specific base interleaver used in the TDD
slot k, which was rearranged by the system-specific base interleaver
πb, as follows: πb

k+1 = πb(πb
k) and πb

1 = πb.
The constituent interleaver set of AS k is represented by U

number/level of length-Q interleavers, which is formulated as πc
k ={

π1, π2, . . . , πU
}

. Each element πu ∈ πc
k, u ∈ [1, U ] of the

constituent interleaver set is a distinct length-Q interleaver, having
the same length as the system-specific base interleaver πb. The
(u + 1)st constituent interleaver is an interleaved version of the uth
constituent interleaver, which was rearranged by the source-specific
base interleaver πb

k, according to πu+1 = πb
k(πu) and π1 = πb

k.
Finally, the U number of length-Q interleavers are concatenated

to form a unique length-UQ interleaver. This is carried out by the
constituent interleaver set position sorting operation, as defined by
the position mapping function f , which maps the index qu ∈ [1, Q]
within all the U number of length-Q constituent interleavers πu ∈
πc

k, u ∈ [1, U ] into a single source-specific interleaver πk = f(πc
k).

From a different perspective, this implies unambiguously mapping the
UQ number of input bit positions to the interleaved positions q ∈
[1, UQ]. More specifically, the index qu ∈ [1, Q] within any of the U
number of length-Q constituent interleavers πu, u ∈ [1, U ] is mapped
to q = (qu − 1)U + u. These indexes are stored in an intermediate
interleaver π̂k and the resultant source-specific interleaver πk obeys
πk = π̂k(π̂k).
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Fig. 2. Comparison of AF, DF and DDF relaying techniques employed in
the 4-layer IR-STC aided MSC scheme, when the inter-source channel SNR
was γs,s = 20dB.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we investigate the performance of our IR-STC
aided MSC employing different relaying techniques and stipulating
different assumptions concerning hs,s by varying the Nakagami-m
fading parameters. Both hs,s and hs,d are assumed to be quasi-static,
i.e. constant in every 1024 information symbol block, but they are
independently faded between the consecutive blocks. The value of
hs,d is assumed to be perfectly known at the destination, while the
knowledge of hs,s is either explicitly required or dispensed with at
both the CSs and the destination, depending on the specific relaying
technique employed. In all of our simulations, perfect relaying
implies that all K ASs’ information bits are perfectly known at all
N CSs. Our simulation parameters are listed in Table. I.

Fig. 2 characterises three different relaying techniques, namely
AF, DF and DDF employed in our IR-STC aided MSC scheme,
when the inter-source channel SNR was γs,s = 20dB. As expected,
the higher the value of the Nakagami parameter m, the less hostile
the channel fading encountered, which results in an improved BER
performance for all the three relaying techniques. For all three m
values considered, DF leads to the best BER performance, while
the performance attained by DDF is better than that of AF, except
for m = 1. The worst performance of AF relaying is mainly a
consequence of its noise enhancement. To elaborate a little further,
the inferior performance of DDF compared to that of DF is a
direct consequence of its doubled noise variance, when non-coherent
detection was employed. For m = 1, the effect of noise enhancement
imposed by AF relaying is less severe than that of the doubled noise
variance of non-coherent detection encountered by DDF, as evidenced
by the results of Fig. 2.

Similar conclusions can also be inferred from Fig. 3, which
characterises the three different relaying techniques, when the inter-
source channel SNR was γs,s = 30dB. The inferior performance
imposed by the doubled noise variance of non-coherent detection
in DDF compared to DF was less obvious for m > 1, since at
γs,s = 30dB both DF and DDF become capable of near-error-free
detection, while detection errors persist for m = 1 in both techniques.
Likewise, it can be seen in Fig. 3 that the discrepancy between
AF and DF becomes small because of the less pronounced noise
enhancement, when we have benign fading. However, the difference
of AF and DF remains relatively high in Fig. 4, which characterises
all the three relaying techniques at an inter-source channel SNR
γs,s = 30dB, when supporting L = 7 layers per CS. In this case, the
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Fig. 3. Comparison of AF, DF and DDF relaying techniques employed in
the 4-layer IR-STC aided MSC scheme, when the inter-source channel SNR
was γs,s = 30dB.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of AF, DF and DDF relaying techniques employed in
the 7-layer IR-STC aided MSC scheme, when the inter-source channel SNR
was γs,s = 30dB.

effect of noise enhancement is further aggravated by superimposing
more layers for the sake of achieving a high throughput, although
each noise contribution itself may be relatively modest.

Fig. 5 compares two non-regenerative relaying techniques, namely
AF and SDF employed in our IR-STC aided MSC scheme, when the
inter-source channel SNR was γs,s = 30dB. It can be seen that there
is only an insignificant difference between these two techniques4.
However, as discussed in Section II, when the AF technique is
employed, the knowledge of hs,s is required at the destination. By
contrast, only the knowledge of |hs,s| is required at the destination,
when SDF is employed. It can be seen in Fig. 5 that when a carrier
phase error of φ = π/16 is imposed on hs,s at the destination,
a significantly reduced BER performance is observed. This implies
that SDF is a better relaying technique compared to AF, provided
that the CSs are capable of acquiring accurate knowledge of hs,s.
However, having the knowledge of |hs,s| at the CS is sufficient for
ensuring reliable operation of the AF technique.

4In uncoded or repetition coded systems, SDF essentially becomes an AF
technique, which is inferior to the DF technique. When a serial concatenated
outer channel code is employed, SDF becomes capable of enabling soft
channel decoding and the corresponding extrinsic information L becomes
more reliable. This results in a higher mutual information I(x

(1)
k ), which

is equivalent to having a reduced noise variance. Therefore, the achievable
performance is expected to be better than that of DF.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of AF, SDF and AF subject to carrier phase error at the
destination employed in the 4-layer IR-STC aided MSC scheme, when the
inter-source channel SNR was γs,s = 30dB.

All of our previous investigations were based on having a fixed
inter-source channel SNR. To expound further, Fig 6 shows three
different relaying techniques, namely AF, DF and DDF employed in
our IR-STC aided MSC, when the channel hs,s experiences different
Nakagami-m fading and assuming a consistently higher SNR value
than that associated with hs,d, i.e. we have ∆ = γs,s/γs,d > 0dB. It
can be seen in Fig. 6 that for m = 2 DF performs consistently better
than the other two techniques and approaches the perfect relaying
performance, namely that of the system, which regenerates the source
information without decision errors. Surprisingly, DDF also performs
consistently better than the AF technique. However, when severe
Rayleigh fading is encountered, i.e. we have m = 1, AF has the best
performance at high SNR, where the effect of noise enhancement
is negligible. By contrast, the performance of both DF and DDF
are unacceptable, owing to the effects of Rayleigh fading. Therefore,
ideally the specific relaying technique used should be determined
according to the specific Nakagami-m fading values encountered.
This suggests switching amongst the different relaying modes.

Remarks: We may now conclude that when the SNR of the hs,s

channel is better than that of hs,d, DF is the best relaying strategy
in the presence of benign fading. When a sufficiently high-SNR
benign faded hs,s-channel is experienced, close-to-perfect relaying
performance is attainable. The AF technique is only preferable at high
SNRs when severe fading is encountered. DDF performs consistently
worse than DF due to the doubled noise variance of non-coherent
detection. Surprisingly, when the fading is benign, non-coherent DDF
without the cost of estimating all inter-source channel knowledges
outperforms the coherent detected AF technique. Therefore, a pre-
selection of the CSs benefiting from a high-SNR hs,s channel-which
typically also have high Nakagami-m values-is important in MSC.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed the achievable performance of our IR-
STC aided MSC employing various relaying techniques. The slot
utilisation efficiency of our MSC was characterised and a novel SE
random interleaver generation method was proposed. Moreover, three
different relaying techniques were compared. Our IR-STC design is
capable of achieving a high throughput, while maintaining a low BER
with the aid of decentralized cooperation. The non-orthogonal nature
of our IR-STC facilitates near-capacity designs. These properties
render our IR-STC design eminently applicable for employment in
interference-limited high-user-density ad hoc networks.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of AF, DF and DDF relaying techniques employed
in the 4-layer IR-STC aided MSC scheme having inter-source channel SNR
to source-destination channel SNR ratio ∆ = 5, when hs,s is subjected to
Nakagami fading associated with m = 1 and m = 2.
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